The Lucas range of Lighting and Mirrors offers a competitively priced quality programme to meet the demands of today’s modern motor factor. The range offers the motor factor a real alternative to the OE dealer.

**Lucas Lighting**

Today’s demand from consumers for the latest technology and improved design paired with a continuous product development programme has made Lucas the market leader in the automotive lighting sector.

The Lucas range ensures that the latest technologies are available to the automotive aftermarket, including:

**Daytime Running Lights (DRL)**

Since introduced in February 2011, all new headlamp designs now include a constant light source for improved visibility on the road.

**LED Lighting**

LED lighting offers a unique design opportunity as well as quicker reaction times and a longer bulb lifespan of up to 100,000 hours.

**Adaptive Front Lighting Systems**

Cutting edge technology allowing light functions to adapt to road conditions by taking instructions from steering wheel sensors or satellite navigation systems.

**High Intensity Discharge Headlamps**

Providing up to 200% more light on the road than a standard lamp.

www.lucaselectrical.co.uk
Lucas Mirrors

The new and improved range of Lucas Electrical replacement mirrors is now available directly from Elta Automotive. Simply add to your stock order for next day delivery!

Reflecting Quality

Every Lucas mirror is meticulously manufactured to look, feel and perform just like the original part. The only significant difference you’ll spot is the price.

Comprehensive Range

The range covers approximately 90% of the UK vehicle parc and consists of complete units, mirror glass and covers. Whatever the damage, the new improved range has it covered.

Latest Technology

The humble wing mirror has become a complex component in recent years, often featuring integrated lighting, electrically driven units, heated mirror glass, integrated antennas, memory functions and GPS. Rest assured, if the original had it, the Lucas mirror has it too.

E-marked for the UK

All Lucas door mirrors are E-marked and specifically manufactured for the right hand drive UK market.

Why Pay More?

With all of this available next day from one of the industry’s most recognised and trusted brands, there really is no reason to pay a penny more.

Trust Lucas
The Driving Force Behind The Lucas Brand

The Lucas brand is one of the leading forces in the automotive aftermarket, delivering a broad range of premium quality products. Building on a heritage of over 125 years in the automotive industry, Lucas now boasts market-leading vehicle parc coverage for Automotive Bulbs, Batteries, Engine Management & Ignition, Lighting & Mirror, Rotating Electrics, Switchgear, Warning & Safety, Window Regulators and Wiper Blades. The Lucas brand represents superior engineering and service excellence throughout its product portfolio.

Customer demand for quality products, keen pricing and shorter lead times is met with a constant investment in product range development and the highest quality manufacturing, backed by online cataloguing and first class marketing.

The success of Lucas is built upon a deep commitment and understanding of the automotive aftermarket’s needs and demands, which allows the brand to meet and exceed customer expectations.
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